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Abstract

Wiper rubber is an important part of car wiper. And mold forming is the key to have the suitable rubber brush mould specification during wiper rubber molding process. Based on the rubber molding technology and the GRS-750 rubber-cutting machine’s cutting requirements. Focused on the GRS-750 car wiper rubber cutting machine optimization of size and functional structure, to solve the GRS-750-type rubber cutting machine production and health problems. So that the production is more suitable for mold forming products, improved mold production efficiency, reduced production costs and increased the company’s production efficiency.

1 Introduction

GSR-750 car wiper rubber cutting machine was a machine through the machine’s different width to determine length parameter before rubber molding. The width of the rubber before molding is determined by the cutting width of the cutter. Through the GRS-750 cutting machine dimensions and functional structure to transform. Increased the film thickness of thickness automatic feedback control machine after optimizing the structure. Then direct connected to the optimized cutting machine to slit and cut through the uniform width of the film without a roll cutting machine. Mainly introduce the optimized cutting machine cutting control system. Improve the cutting accuracy, so that the molding specifications more suitable for mold production.

2 Cutting process of rubber cutter for traditional GRS-750 car wiper

GRS-750 car wiper rubber cutting machine consists of motor, servomotor, crank - connecting rod mechanism, cutter and feed roller. It controlled feed roller through the servo motor, motor plus crank connecting rod control cutter to achieve cutting rubber. Traditional rubber cutting process abbreviated as follows:

Fig. 1 The process of conventional rubber cutting

GRS-750 car wiper rubber cutting machine must go through a machine out of the film when cutting rubber. In a machine-chip stage by manual detection of hand-held detection of thickness, compared the corresponding standard form. And then according to the difference adjusted repeatedly until the required range. The thickness of the rubber sheet depended on the experience to determine that there was a greater risk of thickness changes. Thickness changes on the cutting weight of the cutting machine had a greater impact on the cutting weight. This cutting process was too complex, wasted a lot of labor, low cutting accuracy and occupied a larger workspace.

3 Optimization of rubber cutter for automobile

3.1 Specific problem’s optimization

In order to reduce the cutting complicated processes, save labor, improve cutting accuracy and production efficiency. According to the old cutting machine evaluation to study the shortcomings and improve the design. Including:

(1) Need to store material and use materials
(2) Cutting model is not easy to change
(3) Cutting requires a weighing station
Understood the old cutting machine’s shortage, used a cutting way which took a new cutting method directly attached to the production line. And omitted the middle of the material storage links that improved the middle of the material problems and reduced staff costs.

3.2 Optimization scheme:

1) Improved the specification adjustment method of film. The new car wiper rubber cutting machine cutting rotated 90 degrees than before. This provided only a fixed cutting width. By cutting the cutting set to adjust the parameters between the different sizes of the switch [6,]. Figure 3 and figure 4 the change of improved cutting machine’s cutting way.

2) Cutting control system mainly consists of programmable logic controller (PLC), control module, variable frequency drive speed module and servo motor drive module components[5]. A grating sensing device cuts the length of the rubber. Increase the thickness of the automatic feedback device to control the film out of a machine thickness. Achieve the thickness of automatic control module to improve the cutting accuracy [11,12] .

From the improved process flow chart can be seen that the new cutting machine reduced three processes which is the middle volume process, brushed weighing and weight classification than the GRS-750 car wiper rubber cutting machine[10].

3.3 Cutter design improvement

1) The old cutting tool has only one fixed point. For the new cutter, two fixed points must be used to limit the lift position of the cutter. Two fixed points are designed with one hoistway and the other with a locating spool. In the positioning of the role of the sliding column, the cutter in the lift slot was more stable [6].

2) Because the cutter assembly is a gap fit, so the shaft and cutter, shaft and fixed parts are used with clearance [13]. Cutting the rubber caused wear and tear on the tool under the pressure of the cylinder. Wear lead to cutting blades and rollers with the inner hole of wear and tear, caused the whole piece of cutting blades rotating uneven and the whole cutting process was unstable. So the same is a clearance fit but increased the four positioning bolt. The blade with cutter shaft turn that reduced tool wear. In addition, in the middle of the fixed piece with the axis of rotation increased bearing and reduced the inhomogeneous of rotating friction.

Through the above two improvements can improve the stability of the cutting process.

3) Adopted the blade material hardness larger than roller hardness. This improved the cutter wear problems and improved the service life of the cutter wearing parts. After these three points of improvement, the stability of the cutting knife had a big part of ascension. The new cutting
tool is shown in Figure 7.

![Image of tool](image)

Fig.7 Structure of cutter

3.4 Improved cutting brush length

New type of car wiper rubber cutting machine is another factor affecting the effects of cutting length in the debugging process. Cutting length was calculated by the servo motor drum circumference. This calculation is not a problem for a single cutting machine basically. This design used four cutting machine cutting together to improve cutting efficiency. The four cutters control panel set the same parameters but the cut length varies. Because the diameters of the four tools feed rollers are different. In addition, the four-tool feed roller pressure regulation cannot be unified. This led to products with cutting machine cutting different length. The deviation will increase with the increase of the length of the product. From the horizontal data analysis can be obtained that different cutting machine for cutting the length of the same products have different cutting length.

![Image of four-beam ruler](image)

Solution 1: Increased the amount of compensation in the PLC program. This compensation, however, requires compensation both horizontally and vertically, which complicates the entire control panel, making the function of the machine inoperable to simplify the production process. What's more, this operation delayed the production cycle and reduced production efficiency. The solution feasibility analysis due to the complicated operation and affected the efficiency that was denied in the company.

Solution 2: Regardless of the process just results that change the length of the control device. Removed the roller diameter size and roller pressure differ the root cause, use scale light induction cutting products. So as long as the four-beam ruler position in a straight line, you can ensure that four different cutting machine cutting bias. In addition, cutting the first product checked the parameters. If you set and cut parameters, you will have to adjust the position of the light gauge to ensure that the cutting product is in use. This feedback production can reduce the product changes caused by different length of the tool. Improved data. Improved the effect: From the above table data can be drawn. Improved for light gauge light induced after cutting products. From longitudinal data analysis can be obtained with the cutting machine can produce products with different length of the deviation of value wouldn't increase with the increase of the length of the product. From the horizontal data analysis can be drawn different cutting machine cutting the same length of the product had the same cutting length.

![Image of cursor scale](image)

Fig. 8 The position of the cursor scale

### Table 1 Improved cut data sheet

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set length (mm)</th>
<th>Cutting length of No.1 machine (mm)</th>
<th>Cutting length of No.2 machine (mm)</th>
<th>Cutting length of No.3 machine (mm)</th>
<th>Cutting length of No.4 machine (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>501</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Determination of the ability of the cutting machine

The structure and function of the GRS-750 rubber-cutting machine are optimized. Using the grating sensing device to cut rubber length, increase the thickness of the automatic feedback device. Control the slice thickness, realize the thickness automatic control module, and improve the cutting precision. Reducing the cutting process can be part of the removal process, to further enhance the cutting efficiency of the cutting machine.

![Table II](image)

Table II The operation of the cutting machine

Redesigned and improved the GRS-750 car wiper rubber cutting machine, tested the stability of the new car wiper rubber cutting machine by using the CMK (machine stability test) software, and used the new car wiper cutting machine to cut and sample. In the normal working conditions of the machine, take 50 samples and measure the
After collecting data, obtained machine stability results assessed by editing software. The results are to meet the machine stability. Cutting report the results as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution Mode</th>
<th>Normal Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calculation</td>
<td>M4 4.05±5.60 6.05 0 1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Potential Capacity Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Critical Capabilities Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fulfill Requirements (Cm, Cmk)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III Cutting length CMK report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distribution Mode</th>
<th>Normal Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calculation</td>
<td>M4 4.05±5.60 6.05 0 1.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Potential Capacity Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Critical Capabilities Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fulfill Requirements (Cm, Cmk)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV Cutting width CMK report

From the above table, the new car wiper rubber cutting machine CMK machine capacity to meet the requirements of the machine work. (CMK ≥ 1.66).

4 Conclusion

Through the above research, the improved new car wiper rubber cutting machine compared with original model. The new cutting machine more effective to ensure the mold production demand parameters. At the same time, the new car wiper rubber cutting machine reduced two cutting process and two operating staff than the GRS-750 car wiper rubber cutting machine. Reduced production costs and improved production efficiency significantly.
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